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Dear Principals,

as a result of one's efforts, once one krows the necessary ingredients of success - a certain
of work and a clear goal. Success is no vague dream, of that I feel certain. By ttre proper use
, one can draw much from oneself, By determination and Commltment' one can even
once. So let's live life as it is, and never be ungrateful.
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rghtful among us can conclude that success must exist inside if it is to exist at all. It can be
o. appE"ratr."", but only of intangible personal values of success stemming from a
-kno*
or,"Igrt" one-of ttre things which impressed tfie worlct most about Mahatma Gandhi was the
L

of all his eartJ:ly possesiions at tJle time he died: a pair of spectacles, a pair of sandals, a few
nning wheel, and a book. Yet ttre world knew that here had passed one of tlee richest of men.
the wells of its consciousness, was somehow aware of the fact that a mal is such in the
he can let alone. This means a human being if he lives successfully, gradually matures into a
ally nothing. Gandhi was himselJ a.rr example of such growth and success; so rare an example
foi the rest of us how short we fall of the human growth potential.

constant factors to be found in true success. Ttrey are t]le dynamic factors in so far as
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the very bone and sinew of it.

Lstalt factor is purpose. One must krow that in whatever he does he is moving forward toward
nic targets nerel. ni long as one has purpose he feels that his energies and creative thoughts
him sJmewhere hig[er; otherwise though one may vegetate successfully, one cannot live
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have more enerry with which to build for the success that you seek'
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r of success need not be identifrable by anyone else or to anyone else so long as the person
it is there. Your teachers, if in their own hearts there is a good feeling, a connection that they
ell at work they love, then an essential ingredient of success is theirs, if anyone knows it or not.
this ingredien[ depends upon the individual's attitude rather than upon overt evidence.
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for the best.
success is no straitjacket. It is no mold into which all must be poured. It is no rigid stamp. It is
fingerprints or the look in our eyes. All we need is the courage to be, and realise. Hovrever, it is
your move. You are brave
.ti dan 1ive your life for you. No o.re else can succeed for you. It's
pursuits of you. highest target of IOU/o pass result ln class - XII & X'

I request

share the DO with your teachers (one copy to each)'
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acknowledge within three daYs.
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t Commissioners, KVS, RO, Bhopal/KVS, RO, Agra for information and necessarSr action.
li pandey, Hindi Translator, KVS, RO, Bhopal with the request immediately to put up Hindi

of the DO, through Dr. (Smt.) B Kaur, Assistant Commissioner, KVS' RO, IJhopaI'

